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A.I.R. Gallery is please to announce Paved Over and Other Stories, a solo exhibition of 
recent sculptures and large-scale monoprints, by Fellowship Artist Shadi Harouni.

For those who remember and keep hope, what has been destroyed, martyred or cast 
into oblivion nonetheless resurface in monuments that are, themselves, expressions of 
forgetting and despair. The works included in Paved Over and Other Stories draw on a 
history of sacred painting and architecture, entangled with modern excesses in power 
and politics. They attempt to give body to that which has been reduced to surface. 

At the heart of the exhibition are first person accounts of forbidden spaces and 
contested cadavers. Graves of revolutionaries slowly erased by an artificial forestation 
project, bones of a philosopher carried for centuries for safekeeping (only to end up in 
the backyard of an unwilling, annoyed custodian), toilets paved over to drive bodies 
out of an illegal settlement. The growing series of prints exhibited are vessels for such 
narratives and build a lexicon of passing back and forth between the visible and the 
invisible.

Qazali, 2015, monoprint on paper, 44 x 30 inches

Shadi Harouni (b. Hamedan, Iran) is an artist based in New York and Tehran. Her work in sculpture, video, photo and printmaking engages 
with a history of erasure and resistance. In recent years, she explores this history in quarries and cemeteries throughout Kurdistan. 
Harouni’s art and writing have been featured in the New York Times, The Guardian and Shi�er Magazine, among other publications. She 
has been awarded a Harpo Foundation Grant, residencies at Fondazione Ratti (Italy), SOMA (Mexico), Lower East Side Printshop (NY) and 
Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture. Harouni holds a BA from University of Southern California and an MFA from New York 
University/Steinhardt. She teaches art and theory at Parsons The New School and at NYU. 

A.I.R.’s Fellowship Program is now in its 22nd year and it provides a twelve month intensive program  for emerging and underrepresented women artists in the 
development of their careers. Fellows receive a solo exhibition at the gallery, workshops with professionals in the field, studio visits, mentorship with an A.I.R. artist 
and a life-long relationship with the A.I.R. community. To find out more about the program, please visit our website: www.airgallery.org


